Welcome to gastronomy 4.0
Solution for cafes, restaurants and bars.

You are here

Resto 4.0

Transform your business.

App de delivery
& take away

eGift

Feedback
QR Menu
Booking

Module 1

eGift

Digitization

“It attracts new clients by reference,
allowing personal or corporate Gift Cards
to be given away. Offer online payments
and attract customers you didn't plan to
reach”.

Solutions
“Digitize purchases in your business”
“New revenue channel”
“Attract more referral customers”

Sell Gift Cards online so that your
customers can give them to friends,
family or employees.

Module 1

QR

“Manage your QR card instantly, notify when a dish is out
of stock, lower your costs by avoiding printing physical
cards and increase your sales with the use of photos”.

Forget about
“Do you constantly need to reprint your menu to
change dishes or prices?”.
“Are dishes that are not on the menu ordered?”.
“Don't you have a professional QR?”

Solution
“100% self-manageable QR letter”.
“Inspire your customers to order certain dishes”.
“Take orders directly from the table”.

Module 1

Booking

Digitization

“With a reservation system you can avoid
overlapping shifts and automate the booking
process. In addition, you can have a record of
your customers and analyze your database to
offer discounts or promotions.”.

Forget about
“Do you lose a lot of operational time
to take reservations?”.
“Are your reservations overlapping?”.

“Manage the reservations
of your tables without
answering messages or
calls. 100% online”.

You do not have booking statistics

Solutions
“Save management time”.
“Automation of taking reservations”.

Module 1

Feedback

Digitization

“Offer your clients a short and intuitive
form to obtain feedback on service,
cleanliness, dishes and much more.”

Solutions
“Get feedback from your customers”.
“Learn from your customers”.
“continuous improvement”.
Make your customers loyal and enrich
your database

“More important than a happy customer is
knowing the reason why a customer was
dissatisﬁed. Get to know your customers and
give them a better experience every day”.

Module 2

App de delivery &
take away

iOS &
Android App

Forget about
“Do you have problems taking
management orders?”.
“Can't you track sales?”.
“Does it take you a long time to attend by
phone/networks?”.
“Do you pay high commissions for sales
on platforms like Uber Eats?”.

Solutions
“Take orders automatically”.

-30% savings on commissions

“Don't rely on a third-party app to generate online sales.
Today you have your own application for Android and
iOS and forget about fees”.

“Notify your customers of the status of
the order in real-time”.
“Offer discounts and promotions”.
“Analysis of statistics and trends”.
“Embedded payments”.

Rock & Fellers

Testominals

Success Stories

“Digitizing certain processes in our franchise allowed
us to increase the level of service to our customers
and have greater control over orders. We are very
happy to have started and continue this process of
using technology in favor of business.”

David R. Socio Gerente

Success Stories

Gianduia

Testominals
“Digitizing certain processes in our franchise allowed
us to increase the level of service to our customers
and have greater control over orders. We are very
happy to have started and continue this process of
using technology in favor of business.”

Franco Owner

Thanks

https://involvepr.com/

